UKRAINE - Eastern Ukraine
Flow Diagram of Cross Contact Line Movement (NGCA to GCA)
(among permanent residents of NGCA)

Note:
Data, designations and boundaries contained on this map are not warranted to be error-free and do not imply acceptance by the REACH partners, associates, and donors mentioned on this product.

Data was collected at EECPs from January 9th till February 24, 2020 in time period from 8am till 3pm by stratified random sampling with 95% confidence level and 5% margin of error. Area of origin/destination settlement citation frequency was weighted using total number of EECP crossings as reported by UNHCR (as of January and February 2020).

The diagram displays only NGCA to GCA routes, as reported by respondents permanently residing in NGCA. Interviews were conducted on official EECPs. Current flow diagram can be used only for qualitative analysis.

Respondents interviewed at (EEGP):
- Stanytsia Luhanska
- Mayorsk
- Marinka
- Novotroitske
- Hnutove

Direction of the depicted cross-contact line movement
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